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Abstract: In this novel approach to develop the efficient GoogleNet architecture. The convolutional neural network is a best technique for image 
classification. In this model to insert additional convolutional layers in inception module is classifying an image on CIFAR-100 dataset.The recurrent 
cascade neural network to diminishing the problem of vanishing gradient in efficient of recurrent cascade correlation(RCC). Elman model differs from 
neural network ,algorithm learns  layer by layer to minimize the error.  In our GoogleNet contain 6 inception module under by fully connected layer with 
softmax to produce the result. The patches are train by different layer with recurrent cascade correlation algorithm depend on time with bottom to top 
approach. We lessen to decrease memory and time requirements of the training the gradient by learning the feature representation that is used 
correlation with output layer. 
 
Index Terms: GoogleNet, CNN, Vanishing Gradient, Recurrent Cascade Correlation ,Image Classification. 

———————————————————— 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The field of Artificial Intelligence  is board and has been 
around for a long time. Deep learning is a subset field of 
machine learning which is a subfield of AI. The facets that 
differentiate of network in general form of canonical 
feedforward multilayer network. Deep learning is goal to 
learn multiple level of representation and abstraction that 
helps infer knowledge from data such as image, audio, 
video, text is making gains in computer vision, speech 
recognition, multimedia analysis[10] . To build a deeper and 
deeper layer during the training, these network arise an 
issues of Vanishing Gradient Problem(VGP). The vanishing 
gradient problem itself in these network. The gradient 
based weight update derived by the chain rule for 
differentiation are the product of n small number, where n is 
the number of layer being back propagated[7]. GoogleNet 
has 9 inception module stacked linearly. It is 22 layers deep 
use in global average pooling at end of the last inception 
module[2,13]. Inception module shown in Fig 1 is also 
called deep classifier mostly concentrate to the vanishing 
gradient problem. Inception V3 incorporated all of the 
upgrading layer of inception V2 and additional used are 
RMSprop optimizer, factorized 7*7 convolutions, batch 
norm in auxiliary classifier, label smoothing.  In this 
approach, diminishing the vanishing gradient problem by 
proper training algorithm that implement in GoogleNet and 
recurrent cascade correlation, GoogleNet collection of 
convolutional layer information flows in forward direction 
and recurrent neural network  information flows on both 
back and forth.  
Convolutional neural network is mostly used  for image 
classification[1] but RCC is supported for Image detection, 
time series analysis[3,4]. In this model to combine the both 
architecture using on CIFAR-100 dataset for image 
classification. The cascade correlation network and 
GoogleNet are different from one another but we implement 
correlation learning to train many layer[5,10]. The training 
allows to counter the vanishing gradient problem by forcing 

the network to learn feature corrected output on each and 
every layer. The training single layer are connected with 
GoogleNet and recurrent cascade correlation algorithm to 
develop deep cascade layer wise by recurrent cascade 
neural network. It reduce the memory and time requirement 
compared with prune cascade network and diminishing the 
vanishing gradient.   
 

2 RELATED WORK 
The deep learning revolution starts in 1998 with developed 
deep learning architecture has been proposed using 
different bench mark data sets. Deep learning technique 
are purely supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi 
supervised learning algorithm. Convolutional layer, Alexnet, 
VGG, GoogleNet, Inception V1,V2,V3,V4[2,11 ] are the 
most popular deeplearning architecture to performance on 
different benchmark for classification method. S. E. 
Fahlmanetal[14,15] developed recurrent version of cascade 
correlation learning architecture. The hidden units with 
recurrent connection are added to the network as training 
finite state machine. The advantage of the method is being 
with pool of candidate unit of which receives weighted 
connection from the network input and from any hidden unit 
already present in the net. The algorithm have some 
advantages are faster learning , good generalization , 
automatic choice of network topology incremental 
learning.N.Sharmaetal[12] proposed the CNN for variety of 
image dataset to classifying on Alexnet,GoogleNet and 
ResNet produce on better precision compared to Alexnet. 
The artificial neural network [18,21] is considered by 
training on sample deals and used to estimate the number 
of bridge players is the key idea behind the double dummy 
bridge problem but the back propagation neural network 
architecture and algorithm with segmental transfer function. 
[19] Introduce the work point count system and Bamberger 
point count system are most important and popular systems 
in which are used to bid a final contract in bridge game. [20] 
Introduced the contract bridge problem solving in focused 
on cascade correlation neural network and elman neural 
network were used with the help of resilient back 
propagation algorithm are with point system[22].  
L.Zmudzinski [9] proposed on pig classification using deep 
learning image on Nivida DIGIT6 evaluated by GoogleNet 
and to increase classification accuracy.A.Hashimyetal[16] 
developed for face recognition to identified any personal 
which used in many application. This paper fully present the 
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image processing to extract the feature of the image using 
Elman neural network to image classification on face 
dataset.G.D.Praveenkumar etal[5] proposed a purned 
cascade correlation algorithm implemented in GoogleNet to 
reduce the vanishing gradient problem in deep cascade 
approach from the bottom up layer and also reduce the time 
complexity and storage space. Enrique S. Marqueze(2018) 
etal[3] developed by cascade correlation approach in 
vanishing gradient problem by proposing training algorithm , 
that trains the network from the bottom to top layer 
incrementally. In this proposed system develop two 
methods are End to End learning and Deep cascade 
learning on CIFAR-10 & 100 dataset with VGG network and 
all fully connected layer . It reduce the vanishing gradient 
problem to layer filter to change the initial setting[17]. This 
algorithm reduce the memory and time requirement ,if 
training compared with the traditional end to end back 
propagation ,solves the 10 and 100 class problem and 
attain the best accuracy. 
 

3. RECURRENT CASCADE NEURAL 
NETWORK 
Algorithm 1: pseudo code of recurrent  cascade correlation 
learning algorithm derived from Pruned cascade correlation 
learning algorithm [3,5,7,18]. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS 
 
4.1 DATASET 
We are used bench mark dataset for evaluating the 
performance of recurrent cascade neural network on 
CIFAR-100 dataset. It have variety of image label with 
contain 60000 of 32*32 color image in three sets of 45000 
images of training, 5000 images for validation and 10000 
images for testing.  

 
Fig 1. Architecture of inception module 

 

 
Fig 2. Additional convolutional layer in inception module 

 
4.2 INTEGRATION OF GOOGLENET AND RECURRENT 
CASCADE CORRELATION 
Integration cascade neural network is recurrent version of 
cascade correlation used to train recurrent neural network. 
In recurrent neural network followed the Elman neural 
network. The hidden unit values are no longer feed back to 
other hidden units. Instead of every hidden unit has only 
one self recurrent link. This self recurrent link is trained 
along with candidate units other input weight to maximize 
the correlation. When the candidate unit is added to active 
network as hidden unit. The recurrent link is freeze along 
with other link[14,22].GoogleNet, implementation of 
inception module. The module have collection of small 
convolution layer inorder to reduce the parameter[17]. In 
proposed architecture to add an additional convolutional 
layer in inception module. The input value is not directly 
feed into the kernel size of 3*3,5*5  ,so we  add an two 1*1 
convolutional layer in inception module  to reduce the input 
vector that values are processed by inception module with 
integration of context unit and concatenate layer then 
output values are passed through  finally fully connected 
layers are used to multiple dimensions and pass final value 
to softmax. 
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Fig 3. Architecture of proposed system(GoogleNet contain 

six inception module with IGR (Integration of 
GoogleNet(concatenate layer) and recurrent cascade 
correlation(context unit)) ,2 fully connected layer and 

softmax. 
 

In Elman context unit layer are learn by hidden layer in 
GoogleNet collection of 6 inception module , each module 
contain 5 convolutional layer, 1 max pooling layer with 2 
fully connected layer. Each convolutional layer have 
collection of 1*1,1*1,3*3,5*5 kernal size to process the 
image patches and pass value by layer to layer that values 
are evaluated by pooling layer and so on, final values are 
feed into IGR(Integration of GoogleNet(concatenate layer) 
and recurrent cascade correlation(context unit)), then input 
value send to fully connected with softmax provide an 
output of image classification the context layer process are 
done by inception module shown in Fig.3 with correlation 
learning algorithm. Recurrent cascade correlation training 
does not change the weight to freeze[14]. The new 
candidate neuron cannot feedback connection going to 
active neuron. 
 
4.3. TIME COMPLEXITY  
The time complexity of the convolutional  neural network 
layer is 

 (∑     
 
     

     
  )      (1) 

Here   is the index of a convolutional layer   the last layer 

index,   is the number of filters, s is the spatial size of the 

filter (input),  is the spatial size of output.      is also 

known  as the number of input channel of the lth layer,   
represent the number of training iteration for the     layer. In 

recurrent  cascade correlation  algorithms inherits from  
deep cascade learning, pruned  cascade correlation  
learning, so we have directly  implement an same equation 
1[5]. There is no modification done in that equation because 
in existing system used in GoogleNet[5] and proposed 
system implement in GoogleNet with IGR, compare the 
time complexity of both system in CNN. The time 
complexity applies to both training and testing with different 
scale. The training time image and testing image are 
processed by both forward and backward propagation in 
convolutionalal layers. 
 

5. EXPERIMENT RESULT 
The recurrent cascade correlation algorithm takes  input as 
an  hyper parameter of the training algorithm and the model 
to train learning starts by taking the first layer of the model 
and connecting the output of inception module. The inputs 
of the image size are 32*32 RGB image are converted into 
gray scale images(data augmentation) for scene to prevent 
over fitting. The input patches are processed by inception 
module using different kernel size  . In the levelof  input 

parameter size of 64,128,256,512 of training the network 
with image patches. The neural network set the training 
options including learning rate mini batch size and 
validation data according to GPU specification of the 
system to training  the network using train data. The filter 
weight are randomly initialized by non linear biases are set 
to 0.0 and learning rate 0.001. The cascade correlation 
trains the in feed forward and backward propagation to 
diminishing the vanishing gradient by hidden layer of 
GoogleNet is reduce the number of parameter and attain 
the accuracy of  0.10% in image classification. The result of 
the proposed method achieved better performance then 
existing system shown in TableI and Fig 4. The time 
complexities are calculated by equation1 of reduce the time 
compared to previous algorithm [5]. 
 

Table I. Comparison  on accuracy  in PCNN and RCNN. 

LAYERS 1 2 3 4 5 6 

PCNN[5] 0.3 0.37 0.48 0.53 0.57 0.6 

RCNN 0.4 0.38 0.50 0.50 0.58 0.67 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Performance of accuracy in PCNN and RCNN 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we conclude the recurrent cascade correlation 
neural network(RCNN) is proposed a supervised learning 
algorithm to train deep neural network. Integration of 
GoogleNet and recurrent cascade correlation technique is 
used to an image classification on CIFAR-100 dataset and 
solve the 100 class problems. Inception module increase 
the number of convolutional layers and maxpooling that 
leads to increase the number of training the patches and 
reduce parameter value. The inception V3 methods consist 
of fully connected layer with softmax. The learning models 
can be achieved by using the cross entropy on the softmax 
normalization and occupy forward propagated[6,8]. The 
data through already trained layer on every epochs. 
Reduce the vanishing gradient using recurrent cascade 
correlation algorithm on learning more features and filter in 
early layer of network . This method reduces  complexity of 
memory and time requirement  comparing with prune 
cascade neural network. 
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